1 Introduction 1.1 Motivation. Representation of planar solidsl is essential in many applications in modeling, robotics, and automation. Currently, two representation schemes are predominant: boundary representations (b-rep) and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representations. A b-rep specifies an object by a collection of edges, while CSG specifies an object using regularized set operations on simpler ("primitive") planar solids. The problem of computing a b-rep from 'a CSG representation is relatively well understood (Requicha and Voelcker, 1985) . The inverse problem, b-rep-CSG conversion (i.e., computing a CSG representation from a b-rep), is important in various applications, and some nonoptimal techniques are known, but the problem has not been addressed generally.
B-rep-CSG conversion in the plane is important in the following exemplary applications:
. In graphics, computer vision, and image processing, image data are often processed into edge representations (breps), whereas representations of images as unions of simpler shapes are often desired. The latter are a restricted form of CSG representation. ' . In 3-D solid modeling, objects are often built by "sweeping" a planar outline (Woodwark and Wallis, 1982) . The outline is typically described as a list of edges (a b-rep) which must be converted, in some modeling systems, to a planar ---r;;olidity" is a topological property that is relative to the topology of a universal set. More specifically, in this paper a solid is a set of points in En that is compact, regular, and semi-analytic; such sets are often called r-sets (Requicha, 1977; Requicha and Tilove, 1978) . A planar solid is an r-set in E2.
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Good methods are known for converting a Constructive Salid--Geometry (CSG) representation of a solid into a boundary representation (b-rep) of the solid, but not for performing the inverse conversion, b-rep-CSG, which is the subject of this paper. Important applications of b-rep-CSG conversion arise in solid modeling, image processing, and elsewhere. The problem can be divided into two tasks: (1) finding a set afhal/spaces that is necessary and sufficient (but not unique) to represent a given solid, and (2) constructing an efficient CSG representation using those hal/spaces. This paper solves the problem for curved planar solids, i.e., r-sets in £2, with or without holes, whose boundary is given by a collection of edges. The edges may be subsets of straight lines or convex curves .(i.e., curves which intersect any line in at most two points). We prove a number of results and describe algorithms that have been fully implemented for solids bounded by line segments and circular arcs. Empirical results show that the computed CSG representations are superior to those produced by earlier algorithms, and produce superior three-dimensional CSG representations for mechanical parts defined by contour sweeping. A companion paper generalizes the results to higher dimensional solids.
CSG representation before the sweeping operation is performed. (See Section 5 for examples and additional discussion.)
. Real functions that define geometric objects are often important in approximating solutions of boundary value problems (Rvachev, 1973) . Construction of such functions is greatly facilitated by the availability of certain CSG representations.
In all of these applications, obtaining any CSG representation can be difficult, and known methods-when they work-typically produce CSG expressions that are unnecessarily large and therefore inefficient.
1.2 Scope and Contribution. The subject of this paper is construction and optimization of a CSG representation for a planar solid specified by its edges. The edges can be subsets of staight lines or convex curves (Le., curves that intersect any line in at most two points). The problem is divided into two tasks:
(1) finding a set of geometric primitives (halfplanes2 f(x,y) ;?:O) that is necessary and sufficient to represent a given planar solid, and (2) constructing an efficient CSG representation of a particular type for the given solid. We offer solutions to both of these subproblems for the class of planar solids under consideration, and identify issues that require further work. OUT approach is based on disjunctive decompositions of the £2 plane that lead to distinct "normal" alfplane-a generic term-is a closed subset of £2 bounped by a planar curve.
and "canonical" CSG representations. The method naturally takes advantage of coincident halfplanes and other global geometric relationships between the halfplanes. It produces CSG representations that are superior to those produced by earlier algorithms.
We do not deal explicitly with issues of time complexity, but identify computational. bottlenecks and offer practical polynomial time algorithms. All algorithms have been fully implemented for planar objects bounded by straight and circular edges. Generalizations of this work are reported in Shapiro and Vossler (1989) .
1.3 Related Work. The b-rep-CSG conversion problem has been studied extensively for simple linear polygons (i.e., straight-sided polygons without holes). The most popular approach is to represent a polygon by its convex hull minus a finite number of "concavities," (e.g., Rvachev, 1973; Tor and Middleditch, 1984; and others) . Each of the concavities is processed recursively until the polygon can be represented as a CSG expression on convex polygons, each of which is representable by an intersection of its sides (i.e., halfplanes associated with polygon's edges). It is well known that all the halfplanes added in construction <:if convex hulls can be discarded; the final CSG representation has exactly one linear halfplane for every edge of the polygon (Peterson, 1984) . A short and elegant proof of this fact can also be found in Dobkin et al. (1988) , where an efficient O(n log n) convexhull based algorithm is presented.
Alternative CSG representations for linear polygons can be obtained using polygon decomposition techniques; for a recent survey see Chazelle (1987) . Broadly, these techniques can be divided into partitioning and covering methods. Partitioning schemes are used to represent a polygon as a union of nonoverlap ping convex pieces, but this leads to unnecessarily verbose CSG representations. On the other hand, covering of a polygon with possibly overlapping pieces (Pavlidis, 1968; O'Rourke, 1982) may produce relatively good CSG representations that exploit a polygon's collinear edges. Polygon covering methods are closely related to our work.
Significantly less is known about the b-rep-CSG conversion problem for curved planar solids, which typically are bounded by collection of line and circular-arc segments. A restricted version of such a conversion is studied in Peterson (1986) . Relatively inefficient CSG representations have been constructed using bounded primitives (Lim, 1980; Vossler, 1985) . Polygonal decomposition techniques have recently been extended to produce linear-size decompositions for curved planar objects called splinegones (Souvaine, 1986) . None of these techniques seek minimal CSG representations, nor are they always extendable to planar solids with holes.
Preliminaries
In this section we summarize our approach to construction and optimization of CSG representations as Boolean forms. Additional results, details, and proofs can be found in Shapiro and Vossler (1989) .
2.1 Boundary and CSG Representations of Planar Solids. A planar solid S may be represented by its boundary as. We assume that as is specified by an unordered list of edges ei, i= 1, . . . , n (Fig. 1 ). An edge ei has two vertices, and edges can intersect only at vertices. The "material side" of as is given by a vector that is normal to every edge.
Every edge ei C ahi, where hi is a natural halfplane Ii (x, y):::=O in EZ, and ahi is the halfplane's boundary given by the curve ji(x,y) =0 (Fig. 2) . The important property of a halfpJane hi is that any point pE£2 can be classified with respect to hi as being in, on, or out of hi, using the language of set membership classification (Tilove, 1980) . The set of points _Inllrn"'! nf Mo",h",ni"",,1 no.,;nn The computed CSG in hi constitutes the "material" of halfplane hi, By convention, the material side of a natural halfplane hi always coincides with the material side of the edge ei' The boundary ahi of a natural halfplane hi is assumed to be a convex curve. The curve ahi mayor may not be closed; however, an arbitrary line must intersect ahi in at most two points. The class of such curves obviously includes all straight lines and circles in the plane.
We seek a CSG representation for a solid S that is represented by its boundary as. It is important to distinguish between sets and their CSG representations. A CSG representation cf? (H) is a Boolean form, i.e., a syntactic expression composed from halfplane literals hi"", hn, hI"", hn and regularized set operators n., U., defined as Requicha (1977) :
hi U *hj = c/osure(interior(hi Uhj» hi n *hj = c/osure(interior(hj nhj» hi = c/osure(interior(£2 -hi».
A CSG expression ~ is a representation of a Boolean/unction F. When ~ is applied to a specific set of halfplanes H, it becomes a CSG representation ~ (H) whose value F(H) = I~ (H) I is a set of points S. For example, solid S in Fig. 1 can be represented by (hi U * h2) n *(hJ U * h4), but this representation is not unique for S. We say that two CSG representations ~I (HI) and ~2 (H2) represent the same set if and only if 1~1(HI)I=I~2(H2)1. Note that, technically, a halfplane literal hi represents a set Ihi I. For example, we should properly speak of classification with respect to Ihi 1 , and not hi, However, when the meaning of a single halfplane is obvious as above, we will use hi to denote either the literal or the set it represents. We will use capital Roman symbols F, G, S, etc., for functions defining regular sets and Greek symbols such as ~, -.y, n to denote CSG expressions. We say that ~(H) represents set S if and only if S = I~ (H) I. Henceforth we will use Boolean addition (+) and multiplication (.) to represent regularized union (U *) and regularized intersection (n *), respectively. Thus, in our example, S = I (hi + h2)(hJ + h4) I. terse<;tion terms are not empty. and these 10 terms represent 11 com,ponents. where nin is the number of canonical terms representing nonempty subsets of S, nou/ is the number of canonical terms representing non-empty subsets of .5, and nin + nou/ =N. So any set S that admits a CSG representation on H has a unique DCF. Therefore we immediately condude.1l1at using CSG on N halfplanes allows us to represent at most 2N distinct nonempty sets.
Recall that a set IlIk I may consist of a number of components Cm,k. Using components as "basic building blocks" we can construct a total of 2M different solids. Note that any set S so constructed has the property that (1, 5 Some solids S may not be describable by H because components represented by the same canonical intersection term may be separated by as, making expansion in the form of equation (2.3) impossible. This is the case in Fig. 3(a) , where C1,9 C S, while C2,9 C S. The following theorem, proved in Shapiro and Vossler (1989) Questions about the existence, type, and number of separating halfplanes lead to many interesting problems. For now we will concentrate on linear separating halfplanes. For example, Fig. 3(b) shows that solid S is describable with the addition of a single separating halfplane h6' The following property explains why linear separating halfplanes are so attractive (Shapiro and Vossler, 1989 The natural halfplanes of a solid S together with the set of all required separating halfplanes enable S to be represented in CSG.
2.4 Essential Geometric Representations and Tests. It will be shown in Section 3 that the describability theorem can be used to construct a set of halfplanes that is both sufficient and necessary to represent S. Clearly we need certain representational and computational capabilities. We shall see later that we must be able to:
(1) represent all components C ~,k in any partition of the £2 plane;
(2) represent all "non-empty" canonical intersection terms IIk; -(3) Classify a component Cm,k with respect to a b-rep of solid S; (4) Classify a component Cm,k with respect to a halfplane hi.
Task (I) is accomplished by noting that all points in the interior of Cm.k are "equivalent" in the sense of having the same classification with respect to every halfplane hi, In other words, a component decomposition of £2 can be completely represented-, for our purposes, by a set of points Qc = (PI' ' , , 'Ps I such that there is at least one point in Qc from the interior of every Cm k' We will call Qc a characteristic set of points, and every P/EQc a characteristic point. A similar approach is used to solve task (2). A canonical intersection term decomposition of £2 can be represented by a set of characteristic points Qn such that there is a point in Qn from the interior of every canonical intersection term ilk,
Observe that Qn and Qc are not unique, and that Qc is also Qn (but not the converse). We will show how to compute characteristic points in section 5,1; for now, let us assume that they are available as needed, When the sets of characteristic points Qn and Qc are known, any component or canonical intersection term may be classified by performing a single point-membership classification (PMC) test, Thus, task (3) above reduces to PMC with respect to a planar closed outline, and task (4) reduces to evaluation of the halfplane equation at a single point. Both tests are straightforward because characteristic points can never lie on a boundary of any halfplane, by definition, 2.5 Inclusion Tests for Boolean Optimization. In Section 4 we study a problem of CSG minimization, given a set of halfplanes H that is necessary and sufficient to represent S. An inclusion test is required for Boolean optimization. Specifically. we need an efficient procedure to test 1<1>1 (H) IS;;; l<I>z (H) I, where <1>1 and <l>z are CSG expressions on the same set of halfplanes H. We show now that, once the set of characteristic points Qn is computed, no additional geometric computations are necessary. The DCF given by equation (2.3) represents a unique decomposition for a set S defined by a CSG expression on H. It also suggests a practical inclusion test for any two sets represented by CSG expressions <1>1 (H) and <l>z (H).. 3 Sufficient and Necessary Set of Halfplanes 3.1 Sufficient Set of Halfplanes. We show now that for the class of planar solids considered in this paper, separating linear halfplanes always exist. Furthermore, given a b-rep of S, we can construct a set of separating halfplanes sufficient to make S describable a priori, without computing the boundã ries of any components. Let the set of natural halfplanes of S be Hb =HeUHt, where He is the set of all curved natural halfplanes, and Ht is the set of all linear natural halfplanes. For every curved edge e; we constrUct a chordal linear halfplane gi such that its boundary agi is the line passing through the vertices of the edge ei' Figure 4 illustrates how chordal halfplanes are constructed. If the edge e; is convex with respect to the solid S, then chordal halfplane gi is chosen so. that e; C Ki and planar area segment Ci = h;Ki Fig. 4 (a). If ei is concave with respect to S, then we choose chordal halfplane g; so that e; Cg; and the segment c;=h;g; Fig. 4(b) . The set of all chordal halfplanes will be denoted Het. Thus there must be a curved edge ej that is intersected by ab only once (Fig. 5) . Call the natural halfplane associated with ej h, and the chordal halfplane g. Note that the planar area segment C bounded by g and h is a convex set. There are only two possibilities: (1) either a (or b) is inside C,in which case a and b have different classifications with respect to h, Fig. 5 (a) ; or (2) both a and b are outside of C and ab must intersect the chordal halfplane g, in which case a and b have different classifications with respect tog, Fig. 5(b) . .Thus, under all conditions, a and b have different classifications with respect to some halfplane in Hb UHc/' Therefore, components A and B must be represented by distinct canonical intersection terms. Thus, by the describability theorem, solid S is describable. -Consider the example in Fig. 6(a) . The planar solid S is not describable by its natural halfplanes Hb because characteristic point PI is not separated from P3' and point P2 is not separated from P4 and Ps. Let us add the four chordal halfplanes gl, g2, g3, g4, Fig. 6(b) . Solid S is describable by HbU(gl,g2,g3,g4}.
3.2 Computing Necessary Halfplanes. We have shown that the union of natural halfplanes Hb and chordal halfplanes HcI contains halfplanes that are sufficient to represent a solid S. While every natural halfplane h;EHb must appear in every CSG representation of S, some chordal halfplanes may not be required. This leads to the following problem:
. Given a set of halfplanes H=Hb UHcI' construct a set of halfplanes H* r;;;,H that is necessary to represent S. .
Suppose solid S is describable by a set of halfplanes H. We define a halfplane g to be necessary in H if S is not describable by H -(g). With such a definition, "necessity" of a halfplane is not absolute but is dependent on the presence of other separating halfplanes. In other words, it is often possible that either halfplane gi or halfplane gj is necessary in H, but not both. .
Let Qn be a set of characteristic points in a partition of £2 by H.' To test whether a halfplane gkEH is necessary we compute all pairs of points (Pi' p) from Qn that (1) have different classifications with respect to S; (2) have different classifications with respect to gk; and (3) have identical classifications with respect to all other halfplanes heH -(gk J .
If the number of such pairs of points is zero> halfplane Ck is not necessary in H.
In Fig. 6 (b) > none of the chordal halfplanes are necessary in HbU (Ct> C2> CJ> C4» because there are no pairs of characteristic points satisfying the stated conditions. But if we remove g2> halfplane-gJ becomes necessary in HbU (gl> CJ> g4) since characteristic points (P2> Ps) have different classifications with respect to S and are not separated 'by any halfplanes except CJ' Let us remove anyone halfplane gk that is not necessary in H and call the remaining set of halfplanes HI. We can now look for a halfplane that is not necessary in HI, leading to a ASME set of halfplanes 1f2, and so on, until we have a set of halfplanes Hi = H* that are all necessary to represent the solid S. Thus in Fig. 6 , H* =Hb U (g3' g41 is one possible set to halfplanes that is necessary and sufficient to represent S.
Observe some useful properties of the foregoing procedure. If a halfplane gk is necessary in a set H it is also necessary in the set H+l, and does not have to be tested again. We know that all natural halfplanes are necessary, so we only have to test halfplanes in Hct. The set Qh+ 1 of characteristic points in the partition of £2 by H+ 1 can be obtained from Qh by "merging" all pairs (Pi' Pj)EQh that have identical classification with respect to every halfplane in H'+ 1. However, this step could be skipped since, by definition, Qh+ 1 can contain more than one point in every canonical intersection term; therefore Qhis also Qh+ 1.
The complete algorithm COMPUTEJf* is shown in Fig. 7 . In the very first loop the set of all characterist,ic points is divided into two subsets: In, the set of all points inside S, and Out, the set of all points outside of S. This step requires point membership classification (PMC) with respect to the b-rep of S. After that, chordal halfplanes gkEHct are tested for necessity in an arbitrary order. This is done by the procedure NECESSARY, that accepts as parameters halfplanes g, the set of halfplanes H (including g), and the set of pairs of points that are to be separated one way or another. If g is the only halfplane that separates some pair of points, NECESSARY returns true, otherwise it returns false. Whether a set of halfplanes separates a pair of points, or not, is tested by procedure SEPARATED, using a straightforward PMC test with respect to a halfplane. For clarity of presentation, the algorithm repeats many PMC tests and is not as efficient as possible.
3.3 Minimizing the Set of Necessary Halfplanes. At any step in the above algorithm, there could be several halfplanes gkEH that are not necessary. Since we remove halfplanes in an arbitrary order, H* may not be unique, and we can pose an optimization problem:
. Given a set of halfplanes H=HbUHc/. construct a minimal set of halfplanes Hmin s;; H that are necessary to represent S.
The complexity of this problem has not been studied, but it is easy to map it to a set cover problem, which is well known to be NP-complete. It remains to be seen whether more efficient algorithms for computing Hmin can be found. We now give a "greedy" algorithm COMPUTEJimin (Fig. 8 ) that attempts to minimize the number of necessary chordal halfplanes in Hct.
Assuming that solid S is not describable by its natural halfplanes Hb' there must be pairs-of characteristic points Pi' Pj E Qn, Pi E In, Pj E Out, that have identical classifications with respect to all natural halfplanes hi E Hb. The set of all such pairs is called all-pairs in the algorithm shown in Fig. 8 . Returning to the example in Fig. 6 , all-pairs would contain { (P3' PI)' (P4' P2), (Ps, P2)' (P6' P2»). The purpose of chordal halfplanes in He! is to separate such pairs of points. So, for every chordal halfplane gtEHct, compute a list, pairs (gt), of all point-pairs that gt separates, and the total number of such pairs, count (gt). In our example: count(gt)=2, count(g2)=3, count(g3) = 3, count(g4)=2.
We can now modify the earlier procedure: if we find several halfplanes that are not necessary in Hi, remove the one that separates the smallest number of pairs. Thus, the algorithm removes gl, followed by g4' The remaining set of halfplanes Hmin =HbU (g2' g3 J is minimal in our example. Notice that NECESSARY is called only with pairs of points gk separates, and not with all possible pairs In x Out.
It is worth noting that using curved separating halfplanes may lead to a set of necessary halfplanes that is yet smaller. For example, a single circular halfplane plays a role of three chordal halfplanes in Fig. 9(a) . However, to construct a set of sufficient separating curved halfplanes a priori, as we have done with chordal halfplanes, may be difficult. shows an example where a circular halfplane cannot replace two chordal halfplanes. On the other hand, once we have a sufficient set of halfplanes H =Hb UHcI' we can add to H any other potentially separating halfplanes, and let the minimization algorithm take advantage of them. The important property of the algorithm is that Hi always remains sufficient to represent S.
3.4 Monotone CSG Representations. A CSG representation on halfplanes hI, . . . , hn is monotone if only hi or hi, but not both, I s is n, appear in it. Without loss of generality, we will assume that monotone CSG representations do not use any halfplane complements. In Section 4 we shall see that monotone representations are easier to construct and optimize. The existence of monotone representations for polygons has been proved (Pavlidis, 1968) . We now prove the same results for the class of planar solids dealt with in this. paper. Lemma 3.2. Every component Cm,kr;;,Pr;;,S, where P is represented by an intersection of halfplanes in H = H b U He/, Proof. Pick a point a in interior of Cm k and any point b in interior of some component Br;;,S. We proved Theorem 3.1 by showing that a and b are always separated by some halfplane h E H. Recall that the material side of natural halfplanes h E Hb coincides with the material of solid S, and the ma~erial side on chordal halfplanes g E He/ depends on the convexity of the associated edge (Fig. 4) . It follows then (see Fig. 5 ) that there is always a halfplane h E H such that a E h 'inc b E h.
Let us fix the point a and let point b vary over S. For every point b there is a halfplane hb such that a E hb and b Ehb' Clearly, there is only a finite number k of distinct halfplanes hb' So define a set P=hl . . . . 'hk. By construction, a E Pr;;,S. Since a is an arbitrary point in the' interior of an arbitrary component Cm,k we have proven the Lemma. 8
Since a solid S can be represented by taking a union of ail components Cm.k ~ S, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. Every solid S can be represented by a monotone CSG expression on halfplanes in H =Hb UHc/o .
We have proven the existence of monotone CSG representations on set H which includes all chordal halfplanes. This result may not extend to the necessary set H*. Therefore, we redefine H* to be a set of halfplanes that are necessary to represent S with a monotOne CSG expression. This introduces an additional constraint when testing whether a particular halfplane g is necessary. Namely the algorithm in Fig. 7 must be changed to consider points (Pi' Pj) E In x a_ut SEPARATED by a halfplane hk only if Pi E hk andpj E hk. For example, in Fig. 6, g2 does not separate points (Pl' P3)' and a minimum set of halfplanes necessary for monotone representation of S contains two chordal halfplanes, namely (gt,g3},or (g3,g4)'
Minimization of CSG Representations
In Section 3 we showed how to select a set of halfplanes H* that is both necessary and sufficient to represent a planar solid S. It is easy to construct a non-monotone CSG expression for S: it is given by equation (2.3). Unfortunately, the resulting CSG expression is unnecessarily verbose. In this section we address the issue of minimization of monotone CSG expressions for a solid S. The material side of all halfplanes is chosen because minimal monotone expressions tend to be smaller than any non-monotone expressions. Whether this is true in general is not known, but an example in Aggarwal et al (1988) suggests otherwise.
Broadly speaking, we are dealing with Boolean function minimization, a problem that has been studied extensively, particularly in the context of switching theory (e.g., Miller, 1965) . One may distinguish between two-level minimization, where only sum-of-products and product-of-sums Boolean forms are considered, and multi-level minimization where an absolutely minimal Boolean expression is sought (Lawler, 1964) . Both problems are known to be in NP.
Since every halfplane in H* is necessary, we know that every halfplane literal must appear at least once in any CSG representation of S. Ideally, we would like to compute a CSG representation where every halfplane literal appears exactly once. Unfortunately, such a representation may not always exist, or can be very expensive to compute. Below we explore computational approaches and bottlenecks, and suggest heuristic algorithms for both two-level and multi-level minimization.
4.1 DNF Minimization Using Prime Implicants. We consider minimization of sum-of-products, or disjunctive normal form (DNF), CSG expressions. By duality, similar results apply to conjuctive normal form minimization.
We say that a DNF is minimal for a set S and a set of halfplane literals H if there is no other DNF that represents S with a smaller number of halfplane literals. DNF minimization is based on the notion of prime implicants. Informally, these are minimal CSG representations of the largest intersection subsets of S. More precisely, 'It is a prime implicant of S if:
(1) 'l1isanimplicantofS,Le.,'l1=xj..
.Xt,XiE(hi,h;J, and 1'l11 ~S; and (2) 1'l1;I= IXI.. .X;-jXi+I.. .Xtlr,tS, '>lXi' lsisk, Le., when any halfplane literal x; is deleted, the remaining product term is no longer an implicant of S.
It is well known that (1) the set of all prime implicants is unique for a given Boolean function, and (2) a minimal DNF form is a sum of some prime implicants. For example, there are exactly three prime implicants for solid S in Fig. 2 , and their sum hjh4 +h2hJ +hjhJ happens to be the unique (and minimal) DNF CS,G representation of S.
In principle procedures for computing prime implicants may be adapted from switching theory, e.g., Quine (1952); McCluskey (1956) , and then used to compute a minimal DNF form, (O'Rourke, 1982) , but this is not practical for several reasons. Firstly, even a linear polygon can have a number of prime implicants that is exponential in the number of the polygon's edges (an example due to Mitchell (1989) can be found in Shapiro and Vossler (1989) . Secondly, even if all the prime implicants are known, an exhaustive search is still required to compute a minimal DNF (O'Rourke, 1982 (O'Rourke, , 1987 . We suggest below a heuristic algoritnm to compute a monotone, approximately minimal, DNF CSG representation for a planar solid S using some prime implicants.
4.2 Computing a Prime Implicant Cover for S. Let (IT;), i = 1, . . . , n;n be the set of all canonical intersection terms such that lIT; I !;;S. We will compute a cover3 for Sby covering all of these subsets with prime implicants of S. Pick any IT; it is an implicant of S by definition. It is easy to compute a prime implicant Y such that lIT I !;; Iy I, by "growing" IT. Let yO = IT. Directly applying the definition of a prime implicant given above, we delete from yO one halfplane literal and test whether the remaining product term yl is still an implicant of S. If it is, repeat the procedure to construct a y2 from yl, and so on, until no halfplanes can be dropped from the product y/. By construction, ~f = Y is a prime implicant of S covering set lIT I.
It is proved in O'Rourke (1982) that, for linear polygons, there is a one-to-one correspondence between prime implicants and Pavlidis' primary convex sets. Primary convex sets are defined as maximal convex subsets of the polygon formed by the intersection of the halfplanes associated with the polygon's edges (Pavlidis, 1968) . Such a correspondence certainly does not exist for the class of planar solids under consideration in this paper because, in the presence of separating halfplanes, the same set may be represented by several distinct prime implicants (Shapiro and Vossler, 1989) . It should also be noted that prime implicants may contain complemented halfplane literals (Aggarwal et at, 1988) .
But, since we seek only an approximate minimal cover, these (otherwise important) facts are of no consequence. Lemma 3.2 implies that there is a unique set of monotone prime implicants whose union covers solid S. Since we are looking for a monotone representation we can immediately drop all k halfplane complements from yO to obtain yk. By Lemma 3.2, Iyk I !;;S.
For example, Figure 10 'shows a solid S describable by its natural halfplanes and two chordal halfplanes, H*= (hI, h2, hJ, h4, hs, h6, gl' g2)' Pick 'l(°=IT=h1h2h/'4hsh6glg2' Complemented halfplane literals h4 and gl can be discarded without any further testing, giving '1(2 =hlh2h3hsh6g2' Now we consider the remaining halfplanes in the order they appear, Fig. 10(0) . Halfplane hI cannot be removed since Ih2h3hsh6g21 g; S, but h2 can be since '1(3 = hi h3hsh6g2 represents a subset of S. Continuing, we get '1(4 = hi h3 h6g2 and, finally, 'I( = '1(5 = hi h3h6 is a prime implicant covering lIT I .
A prime implicant 'I( computed by this algorithm is also likely to cover sets IITk I other than the set lIT I we have started with. In the above example, the computed prime implicant 'I( covers four components represented by different canonical intersection terms. Without loss of generality, let '1(1 cover lIT I I, . . . , IITk I. We can delete all of these from the set to be covered. We now start with term ITk+1 and apply the same algorithm to find a prime implicant '1(2' and so forth, until all subsets lIT; I ~S are covered. Obviously, taking the sum 'IT 1 + 'IT 2 + . . . + 'IT q forms a DNF that represents solid S.
We do not provide a low-level description of the covering CSG expression ~ covers set S if SG I~.I. ",0 = n = h1 h2h3h4hsh6{11 g2 ",2 = h1 h2h3hsh6g2 ",3 = h1 h2hsh6g2 ",4 = h1 h2h6g2 ",5 = '" = h1 h2h6 covers 6 different Ink 1.
algorithm. Recall that every TIk is represented by a characteristic point; this facilitates all of the inclusion tests implied above (see Section 2.5).
Heuristics for a Better
Cover. Note the similarity in the described algorithm to compute a prime implicant covering a set IIIk I and the algorithm for computing a.necessary set of halfplanes H* given in Section 3.2. One can think of the prime implicant computation as a procedure to determine halfplanes whose intersection ir is "necessary" to cover IIIk I. If a halfplane g cannot be dropped frow. TI~(or is "necessary" in TIi) it cannot be dropped from TI~+ 1 either; on the other. hand a halfplane literal that is not necessary in TI~may become necessary in TI~ + I .
Rather than dropping halfplane literals from TI~ in an arbitrary order, we may want to attempt computing those prime implicants that cover the largest possible number of distinct sets ITII I, . . ., IIIk I. Let us define a halfplane xasa core halfplane in TI2=xAif IAI ([.8. Clearly, every core halfplane must appear in every prime implicant ir that coverslTIk 1 Gust as every natural halfplane must appear in every CSG representation of 8). Let 4> be a product of all of the core halfplanes and consider the set of all canonical intersection terms (TIk) such that IIIk I s;;; 8 and IIIk I C 14> I . We can now focus on how to select the necessary "non-core" halfplanes. This can be done in a greedy manner as follows. For every non-core halfplanehi compute a number v (hi) of sets IIIj I s;;; 8 such that IIIj I S;;; Ihi4> I. A literal representing a non-core halfplane with the smallest number v(hi) should be dropped first. Dropping the non-core halfplane which covers the fewest remaining sets tends to produce covers with fewer prime implicants.
Refer to the example in Fig. lO(b) . After discarding all complemented halfplanes, we determine that hi is the only core halfplanein irz=h\hzhJhsh6gz. 4>=hl covers six com" ponents of irz (and 8) represented by six distinct canonicaLintersection terms. For every remaining halfplane, compute a number of components it covers: v(hz)=6, v(h3)=4, v(hs)=4, v(h6)=6, v(gz)=6. Now, continue the "growing" process. Literals hJ and hs are discarded next because they cover the smallest number of components. Thus irJ=h\hshzh6gz, and ir4 = h\hzh6gz. Finally, gz is the only other literal that can be removed, 'leaving ir = ir5 = hJhzh6 covering all six components.
..,., . ,.".".,-~~_.
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Using the above process until all Ink I s;; S are covered, we compute a set. of prime implicants it I' it 2' . . . , it q that together cover solid S. However, some of these prime implicants may not be necessary. Thus, we have a problem of computing a necessary set of prime implicants, given a set that is sufficient. To compute the smallest set of prime implicants we would have to consider all possible covers of S. Instead, once again, we can resort to heuristics, always "discarding" a prime implicant that covers the smallest number of subsets IIlk I S;;S, until all the prime implicants are necessary. 4.4 Multi-level Minimization Through Decomposition. A CSGexpression 'i> is absolutely minimal if there is no other CSG expression that represents solid S with fewer halfplanes. It is shown in Lawler (1964) that every n-Ievel minimal form is a sum or a product of some (n-I)-level minimal forms. Thus, in principle, we can use two-level minimal forms to compute three-level minimal forms, and so on, until an absolutely minimal n-level form is obtained. Clearly, the amount of required computation is prohibitive and we must rely on approximate algorithms.
An absolutely minimal CSG representation of solid S can be written in one of the following forms: S=I'i>I=I'i>I+...+'i>ml=I'i>II+..,+I'i>ml =SI + . , . +Sm' where 'i>1' . . . , 'i>m are absolutely minimal forms for some sets SI' . . . ,Sm S;;S, respectively, or a product
where <it I , . . . ,<itm are absolutely minimal forms for some sets SI' . , , , SmS;;S, One approach to multilevel minimization would be to recursively decompose Sand/or S into a number of smaller, possibly overlapping, subsets SI' . . , , Sm' using some (heuristic) criteria until absolutely minimal forms for every S; can be computed. We focus on the number of times a halfplane literal must appear in a CSG representation. If every halfplane appears in a CSG representation of exactly one set Si' all sets Si can be represented by disjoint sets of halfplane literals.4 In this case we say that set S admits a symbolically disjoint decomposition into subsets Si given by equation (4.1). A symbolically disjoint decomposition is a locally optimal way to subdivide the CSG minimization problem for S. Suppose we could always find a symbolically disjoint decomposition, i.e., not only for S, but also for every one of the Si C S, and for every subset of Si' and so on. Then we would compute a CSG representation of S with every halfplane literal appearing exactly once. Such a representation is absolutely minimal by definition.
In Section 4.6 we will see that symbolically disjoint decompositions always-exist for a large class of polygonal objects. We will also show that some general planar objects under consideration do not admit any symbolically disjoint decompositions. In spite of this, symbolically disjoint decomposition is a heuristic technique that seems to work quite well in many cases. The following theorem suggests how to look for symbolically disjoint decompositions: Theorem 4.1, Let set S be describable by a set of halfplane literals H*. S admits a symbolically disjoint decomposition S=SI +S2 if and only if S= IAI +A21, where AI' A2 are sums of prime implicants of S and every halfplane hjEH* appears in AI or A2' but not both.
Proof. Suppose S = IA I + A2 I satisfies the stated condi. tions. It is trivial to show that S admits a symbolically disjoint decomposition because S= IA.I + IA21 =SI +S2o
Assume now that S=SI +S2 is a symbolically disjoint decomposition, i.e., S, is describable by halfplane literals HI' S2 is describable by halfplane literals H2' and HI and H2 have no common literalso Let ('It Ie) be a set of prime implicants of S, that is sufficient to cover SI' The set of prime implicants of the larger set S must include 'It k ;;! 'It Ie computed by deleting zero or more halfplane literals from the product 'It Ie. Let {'It k J be any set of prime implicants of S obtained by repeating the computation for all prime implicants of SI, and let Al be their sum. Clearly, S, ~ IA,I ~S. Similarly, starting with prime implicants of S2' construct A2 such that S2 ~ IA2"1 ~S. Note that an expression Ai uses only halfplane literals from Hi, By construction,S = IAI + A21, and every halfplane hjEH* appears in either A" or A2, but not both. .
For example, there are many different prime implicant covers for S in Fig. 10 , such as S= Ih,h2h6 +h4h3hs + glg2h2h6 + g,g2h3hs I, none of which admit a symbolically disjoint decomposition. On the other hand, there are exactly four prime implicants of S: (hsh6' h2h3, hlgl, h4g2)' Set 8 is represented by the sum of all these prime implicants. The symbolically disjoint decomposition is easily found as S = S, + S2 + S3 + S4' where Sj is a set represented by one of the four prime implicants of 8. This decomposition yields a minimal product-of-sums representation: S = I (hs + h6)(h2 + h3)(h, + gl)(h4 + g2) I.
Note that S may admit many different (or zero) disjoint decompositions. The above theorem holds for eaCh one of them.
4.5 Recursive Decomposition Algorithm. The high~level description of the complete multi-level minimization algorithm MINIMIZE is shown in Fig. 11 . The first step involves computing a set of prime implicants covering S, for example as described in Section 4.3. If every halfplane literal appears exactly once, we know that the sum of prime implicants is a minimum CSG representation of S, and the algorithm stops. If not, we repeat the computation for S, which gives a product-of-sums expression. If neither of the expressions is minimal we recursively decompose Sand S, until CSG representations for all subsets Sj are. either sums or products of halfplanes. The smallest computed CSG representation is returned as an approximate minimal form.
. Decomposition is the crucial step in the algorithm. Based on Theorem 4.1, we first check if there is a disjoint decomposition on the computed set of prime implicants ('Ir I' . . . , 'Ir pI, which is equivalent to looking for a disconnected component of a graph G. Vertices of G correspond to halfplanes, and two vertices are connected by an edge only if there is a prime implicant that contains both halfplanes in it.
In certain symbolically disjoint decompositions it may happen that S::; h + S l' where h is a single halfplane (or its complement) and SICS. Halfplane h is called a dominating halfplane. The following statements are easily verified to be equivalent:
(1) halfplane h dominates set S; (2) h is a prime implicant of S; (3) h appears in every canonical intersection term TIk such that ITIk I C S;
(4) h is a supporting halfplane of S, i.e., S£h.
Property (2) guarantees that h appears in the CSG expression for S only once, property (3) gives an efficient way to compute all halfplanes dominating S, while property (4) gives an intuitive geometric interpretation of dominating halfplanes and explains. why they are a frequent phenomenon in solid models. In Fig. 3(b) , halfplane h2 dominates S, while halfplanes hi, hJ, h4, hs dominate S. This leads to S = h2 + SI = h2 + hi hJh4hs. S2 = h2 + hi hJh4hsh6' (The role of dominating halfplanes in disjoint decompositions is discussed Si (b) Fig, 12 The computed minimal CSG expression for this polygon is ((h1 h2 + h4hs + h3)(hgh10 + h11)(h7 + ha) + h12h13)hSh14h1S' (a) A polygon with no coincident natural halfplanes. Each edge ei is associated with a distinct linear halfplane hi' (b) The polygon 5 = 51.52' where sets 51 and 52 are bounded by simple bi-infinite polygonal chains c1 and c2' respectively. in detail in Shapiro and Vossler (1989) .) For some planar solids, as in Fig. 3(b) , computing halfplanes dominating S and S is the only type of disjoint decomposition required in order to compute its minimal CSG representation.
If a symbolically disjoint decomposition cannot be found for a particular set of prime implicants, we still decompose it into two subsets, trying to minimize the number of halfplanes that occur in both of them. Note that, for decomposition purposes, the advantage of a minimal prime implicant cover is not obvious, since any prime implicant cover may lead to a disjoint decomposition.
4.6 Size of Minimal CSG Representations. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the MINIMIZE algorithm finds an absolutely minimal CSG representation, because it does not compute all possible prime implicant covers. Nevertheless, it is important to determine the size of a minimal J;SG representation our algorithm may compute. Not surprisingly, this issue is directly related to the existence of symbolically disjoint decompositions for various planar objects.
Let solid 8 be a linear polygon without collinear edges, i.e., every edge ej, . . . , en is associated with a distinct linear halfplime hi"", hn, as in Fig. 12(a) . Clearly H = (hi, . . . , hn). is sufficient and necessary to represent 8.
It is well known that 8 can be represented by a monotone CSG expression so that every halfplane appears exactly once (Peterson, 1984; Dobkin et aI., 1988) . We argue that such a representation is the direct consequence of the fact that 8 admits a multi-level symbolically disjoint decomposition. Our argument is based on the terminology and the results in Dobkin et aI., (1988) . The interior of a simple polygon 8 can always oe represented as the intersection of two sets 8 I and 82, bounded by simple bi-infinite chains Cl and C2 respectively, Fig. 12(b) . Consider the sets Sl' S2CS, Each region S; is describable by halfplanes associated with edges in C;, Therefore S = Sl + S2 is a symbolically disjoint decomposi- union or an intersection of two disjoint "subchains" of Cj, and so on, until every polygonal chain contains exactly one halfplane. In other words, a polygonal set without colinear edges (or its complement) always admits a disjoint decomposition. Suppose a polygon S with n edges does have collinear edges,
Figs. 13 (0), 13 (b). Then S is describable by H = hi, . . . , hi, l<n. By creating "relabelled" copies of coincident halfplanes, a CSG representation with exactly n halfplanes always exists. Clearly then, there exists a CSG representation of S with a number of halfplanes sn. For example: the solid in Fig.  13 (0) is bounded by twelve linear edges but its minimal CSG representation has only six halfplanes. In Fig. 13(b) , however, no disjoint decomposition exists if each set of coincident halfplanes is represented by a single halfplane literal. Finally, consider a planar solid S with curved edges. Figure   14 shows an example where neither S nor S has a disjoint decomposition. Therefore some halfplanes must appear more than once in any CSG expression for S. Apart from the trivial O(n2) bound, no upper bound On the size of a minimal CSG expression for a curved planar solid is known.s 5 Conclusion 5.1 Implementation Details. All of the described algorithms have been implemented for planar solids bounded by linear and circular edges. In this section we give details of the required geometric computations.
Both sets of characteristic points Qc and Qn can be computed without explicitly computing a b-rep of components, or canonical intersection terms. Let Pij be a point where some two curves ahi,ahj, hi,hjEH, intersect; let N(p;j, R) be a neighborhood of Pij with radius R, such that it does not intersect any other halfplane boundary ahk, k~ i, i, Fig. 15 (0) . The neighborhood N(Pij, R) is divided by the intersecting curves into exactly four sectors, each sector belongs to a potentially different component C m,k' We can generate a point in every sector of N(pij' R) by offsetting both ahi and ahj simultaneously by the same offset distance 0 < R to get four r ---SSOuvaine (1986) shows how to compute an 0 (n) decomposition if additional half-planes are allowed.
113. SEPTEMBER 1991 302 I Vol. The four intersection points of curve pairs (aht , ah/ ), (ahj, ahT), (aht, ahT), (ahi-, ah/) give exactly one point in every sector of N(Pij' R). (Note, however, that some curves may intersect in more than one point, while others may not intersect at all.) Repeating the computation for every two halfplanes hi, hjEH and intersection point Pij' we obtain a characteristic set of points Qc that contains at least one point in every component Cm k'
The above procedure' generalizes to any number k of curves intersecting at the same pointp. The neighborhood N(p,R) is divided by k curves into exactly 2k sectors. By offsetting every curve we compute 2k(k-l) points in the neighborhood. Some of these points may lie on the boundary of one of the k halfplanes and can be discarded. In any event, we are guaranteed to compute at least one point in every sector due to the offset of the curves bounding that sector.
Once we have Qc, a characteristic set of points Qn can be computed by "merging" some characteristic points. Observe that characteristic points of different intersection terms must classify differently with respect to at least one halfplane. Thus, if points Pi' Pi' . . . EQc have identical classifications with respect to all of the halfplanes in H, only one of them is included in Qn.
The only other required geometric computation is point membership classification (PMC) with respect to the b-rep of a solid S. This may be done by constructing a straight line ray / from point p, and then counting the number of times / intersects the boundary as (each tangent intersection is counted twice). If this number is odd pES, otherwise pES. Intersecting / with linear and circular edges is straightforward, and PMC can be computed in O(n) time.
5.2 Experimental Results. Because our primary interests lie in the complexity of the computed representations, rather than in the time required to compute them, we have often chosen naive algorithms that are easier to implement than more efficient but complicated techniques. The execution times given below refer to a DEC VAX-ll/785 computer.
Representations for various planar solids have been computed with good results, even when an arbitrary (not necessarily minimal) prime implicant cover is used to compute a decomposition. Minimal CSG representation for the solids in Figs. I, 3,9(0), 13(0), and 13(b) were computed in a fraction of a second. Note that in the example of Fig. 9(0) , all the chordal halfplanes were discarded automatically in favor of a single circular halfplane. Computing the minimal representation for the solid in Fig. 12 took about 6 seconds. Somewhat more complicated examples of solids with holes are shown in Fig. 16 (2 seconds) and in Fig. 17 (73 seconds) . The latter example is interesting because the bulk of the computing time was spent on determining that no chordal halfplanes are necessary. (b) (b) (d) While some of the computed CSG representations are intuitive, many of them are not, and would not be produced by a typical human user. In fact, in no case were we able to construct a more efficient CSG representation by hand. It is worth noting that halfplanes are repeated in very few cases, which indicates that most of the computed representations are either minimal, or near-minimal. We also observe that typical mechanical objects usually exhibit many dominating halfplanes and disjoint decompositions, which significantly simplifies the optimization process.
5.3 Application in Modeling Mechanical Parts. Our work has an important application in solid modeling of mechanical parts. Many common parts can be constructed easily in a computer-aided design system by sketching a planar cross section of the part and then extruding or revolving the cross section into a solid. This construction technique is often referred to as "sweeping" a solid. The modeler must convert the planar figure into a data format which is appropriate for subsequent solid modeling applications. If the conversion algorithm produces an efficient internal data structure, we can expect subsequent computations using this data structure to be efficient.
The algorithms presented in this paper convert a planar sketch into an efficient Boolean combination of halfplanes, which is a fundamental task required to support sweeping construction techniques in CSG modelers. Figures 18-20 show examples of solids obtained using sweeping construction in the PADL-2 (Brown, 1982) Figure 18 (c) shows a part built by a rotational sweep. and Fig. 18(d) shows an extruded model of magnetic tape hanger. Other examples can be found in Peterson (1986) and Vossler (1985) .
More generally. one may argue thay many mechanical parts are intrinsically Boolean combinations of swept volumes for various functional and manufacturing reasons. This is particularly true for machined parts and many weldments. Figure  19 shows a seemingly complicated model of a lathe leg which is a union of simple extruded solids. Another interesting example is the universal coupling shown in Fig. 20(0) . The coupling can be easily represented as the intersection of three swept volumes: a cylindrical body obtained by rotational sweeping, Fig. 20 (b) , the extrusion of the top-view projection, Fig. 20 (c) , and the extrusion of the side-view projection, Fig. 20(d) .
Future Work. Many interesting issues remain open.
We have not addressed any computational complexity issues in this work. For example: while a simple polygon can have an exponential number of prime implicants, typically the number is small, and thus finding an output-sensitive algorithm to compute prime implicants seems important. Apart from polygons, little is known about the size of minimal CSG expressions, even for planar solids. For example, the relationship between the type and number of necessary halfplanes and the size of a minimal CSG representation has not been explored.
We nave only allowed halfplanes bounded by convex curves. In fact, that restriction can be relaxed; the real constraint is that the chordal line (or bounding curve of an alternative separating halfplane) must intersect the curve only at the vertices of the edge. The approach and combinatorial techniques described in this paper are general and apply to three-dimensional solids (Shapiro and Vossler, 1989) . Linear polyhedral solids do not require any separating halfspaces, and characteristic points can be computed using offsetting techniques. However. the results of the Boolean optimization algorithms may be quite different, since little is known about the complexity of 3-D CSG representations apart from some asymptotic results for polyhedra (Patterson and Yao, 1989; Dobkin et ai, 1988) . We are currently working on geometric constructions and utilities necessary for solids bounded by quadric surfaces in E3.
